
 

Position Title: Executive Assistant 

Location: Chesterfield Building, 701 West Main Street, Durham, NC 27701 
(https://goo.gl/maps/UhgTQ6YJTvdZvcB57)  

Employment Type: Part-time ($22/hr), able to accommodate flexible hours and some remote 
working. Benefits available if working >20 hrs per week.  

Company Description: Isolere’s mission is to contribute to global health care equality by 
improving the quality and lowering the cost of biotherapeutics and vaccines. To accomplish this 
goal, we are completely rethinking traditional purification processes by adapting the power of 
naturally evolved separations phenomena into scalable, transformative manufacturing 
technologies.     

Role Summary: Isolere Bio is seeking a an executive assistant who is detail oriented, 
organized, and eager to learn and be a critical member of a small team with big vision.  

Role Responsibilities: 

» Work with the CEO and CFO on invoice/receipt documentation and development with a 
system for organizing and maintaining company records. 

» Provide assistance with scheduling (requires proficiency with Google Calendar and related 
applications, such as Zoom). 

» Develop systems for maintaining accurate and secure inventorying of laboratory materials and 
other company assets.  

» Develop on-boarding process and help draft important company documents, such as 
employee handbook, benefits explanation booklet, and on-boarding procedures for new hires. 

» Help evaluate, select, and then integrate applications that will improve cross-department 
communication, project/task management, and relationship/customer management. 

» Help executives draft and publish communication/marketing materials (website, press 
releases, memos, etc.)   

» Assist in daily maintenance and management of the laboratory and office spaces. Work with 
scientists to request quotes for new equipment purchases.  

Basic Qualifications: Candidates of various education level are encouraged to apply, provided 
they are enthusiastic about taking on a role with diverse and evolving tasks as the company 
grows. Candidates should highlight their ability to communicate effectively, solve problems 
independently, and work as a team player. Candidate should be proficient with Microsoft Office 
and Google Suite (mail, calendar, etc.). Experience with research or laboratory management a 
plus. 

To apply for this opportunity email kluginbuhl [AT] isolerebio.com and include the following: 

• Resume or CV 
• Three personal references from past positions of employ 
• Email subject of form à Last Name – “Application for Executive Assistant” 

Applications that fail to meet these requirements WILL NOT be considered. 


